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Metadata – using, storing and sharing
•My background – using and reusing atomistic configurations 
• Concurrent multiscale simulations (QM/MM)
• Fitting interatomic potentials, uncertainty quantification
• Experience of what’s needed for a minimal workable code-independent format

•Drivers for sharing 
• Reproducibility
• Validation & verification – e.g. as part of continuous integration testing of software
• Archiving of research data – may be required by funders, journals, or simply useful!
• Sharing research data between collaborators (pre-publication) and wider (afterwards)

• Barriers 
• Technical – file formats, sharing mechanisms, access control
• Social – cost/benefit, single or few configurations give small benefit, retain control

• Consensus on distributed database solution 
• Emerging consensus on computational framework – Python and/or REST APIs
• Growing number of large datasets that have high value (e.g. OPTiMaDe)
• Enable reuse of data by machine learning and data mining methods

•Need for minimal, discoverable FAIR standard for exchanging data and metadata
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Common to DFT and FF

FF specific

Both – more pronounced in FF

Metadata Challenges for Force Field codes

• Representing initial conditions (atoms, cell)

• Defining output properties (quantities of interest) and uncertainties

• Representing sampling of phase space (thermostats, constraints, …)

• Large quantity of data produced

• Representing interatomic potentials (aka force fields)

• Representing topology (atom types, bonds, angles)
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Representing Potentials: Materials & Molecules
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Image Credits: Bianchini et al,, Phys. Rev. Materials 3, 043605 (2019), 

Dauber-Osguthorpe et al., J. Comput. Aided Mol. Des. 33, 133–203 (2019)

ENABLING QM-ACCURATE SIMULATION OF … PHYSICAL REVIEW MATERIALS 3, 043605 (2019)
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FIG. 4. Elastic energy due to strain along the [111] direction calculated using DFT (blue lines) and EAM (red lines) for nickel fcc (a) and
hcp (b) crystals. Associated contributions to the EAM elastic energy: pair interaction (c) and embedding energy (d) for nickel fcc (red circles)
and hcp (blue squares) crystals.

contributes 12 × 1.2 meV. In the case of compression, the
(teal) fourth shell is associated with a significant contribution
of 12 × −3.4 meV, which is this time more than enough to
balance the effect of the (green) third neighbor fcc shell (6 ×
−6.7 meV). A further stabilizing contribution to the energy in
the hcp crystal is then associated with the presence of the (red)
third neighbor two-atom shell (2 × −3.4 meV). The fourth
neighbor fcc shell [blue in Fig. 6(c)] does not meanwhile pro-
vide a significant stabilizing contribution, again because these
atoms lay close to the pair interaction cutoff distance. As a re-
sult of adding these negative contributions to the energy upon

FIG. 5. First four shells of neighbors in different {111} layers for
fcc (a),(b) and hcp (c),(d) crystals.

compression, a soft hcp phase is predicted, which accounts for
the discrepancy of the curves in Fig. 5(b). This observation
illustrates the challenges of capturing the elastic response of
both the fcc and hcp by means of a single pair potential form
and provides a practical example of the subtle transferability
issues that interatomic potentials may encounter, even state
of the art high-quality ones that very accurately and usefully
describe the phase they were originally designed for, as is the
case here.

IV. LOTF FOR METALLIC SYSTEMS:
FUTURE PROSPECTS

A. Extension to other materials

The investigations above exemplify how possible short-
comings of interatomic potentials are not generally easy to
identify a priori, as is clear from Sec. III, while in many
cases they can be a posteriori rationalized by comparison
with QM-based methods. With this in mind, we find that
the QM/MM embedding method provides a useful tool for
validating potentials, as well as an alternative route to carry
out MD simulations when interatomic potentials are not
sufficiently accurate. The remaining challenge in the latter
scenario is that QM/MM-based MD simulations, even when
time accelerated by using a predictor/corrector recipe as in
the LOTF scheme, are much slower than classical MM calcu-
lations. This is especially significant for materials where the
supporting QM calculations require large cluster convergence
radii due to the basic physics of the target system (or to its
chemical complexity, e.g., due to alloying). In these cases,
it becomes mandatory to minimize the number of necessary
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• Potentials used in computational materials 
science and in bimolecular simulation 
pose different metadata challenges

• Comp mat sci FFs typically reactive, fully 
many-body with finite cutoffs

• Functional forms may be analytic, 
tabulated or implicitly defined from data 
(e.g. ML potentials)

• Some potentials involve complex 
algorithms, eg. charge equilibration, 
polarisation

• Only truly defined by implementation?
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In addition, terms representing non-bonded interactions 
were introduced. The non-bonded energy, ENon-bonded, was 
defined as a sum of pairwise interactions between atoms i 
and j:

Or
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∑
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∑
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where EvdW and ECoul are the van der Waals, and Coulombic 
components of the energy of interactions between the atoms 
[22, 23]. The vdW component, composed of a repulsion term 
and an attraction term, can be defined by a Lennard-Jones func-
tion [24], Eq. (4a), or a Buckingham term [25], Eq. (4b). The 
attractive term represents the dispersion forces due to instan-
taneous dipole–induced dipole interactions. These interactions 
fall off as the inverse 6th power of the distance and thus m is 
commonly taken as six. The repulsion term represents forces 
due to exchange repulsion between the electrons. For the Len-
nard-Jones equation, values of n = 12, 9 have been used [26].

(4c)
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qiqj

rijD
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Fig. 1  Graphic representation of the main terms used in mathemati-
cal expressions defining the potential energy of a molecule (or ‘force 
field’), demonstrated on the alanine dipeptide, the basic building 
block of peptides and proteins. The components depending on single 
internal coordinates—bonds (b), valence angles (θ), dihedral angles 
or torsions (φ, ϕ, ω, and χ)—are depicted in yellow rectangles. Non-
bond interactions between atoms separated by more than two bonds, 
at a distance of rij apart, including van der Waals (e.g., 6–12), elec-
trostatic, and explicit hydrogen bond (e.g. 10–12), are shown in blue 
rectangles. Cross terms, or coupling terms between two or more 

internals are highlighted by green ellipses and defined in the corre-
sponding green rectangles: bond–bond (b–b)—with a common atom; 
angle–angle (θ–θ) and bond–angle (b–θ); and angle–angle–torsion 
(θ–θ–φ) with both angles being part of the torsion. Also shown is 
an alternative to the cross terms, the Urey–Bradley term which is a 
function of the interatomic distance, r1−3, between atoms separated by 
two bonds. The standard nomenclature for atom names (N,  Cα,  Cβ, C 
and O) and torsion angles (φ, ϕ, ω and χ) of an amino acid are also 
included and shown in red lettering

• In bio sim, functional forms can be simpler  
(but not always, CG potentials also fully many-body;  
long-range electrostatic method must be carefully defined)

• More than one atom type for a given  
chemical species (e.g. C, C⍺)

• Typically unreactive – but topology must be built  
first, often following complex rules

• Often hard to migrate simulations between codes?



Use case: dislocation glide in Ni-based superalloys
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Nye Tensor

b =

Z

A
dS(↵ · n)↵ij Surface density of 

Burgers vector

↵ = r⇥GG Deformation tensor with 
respect to perfect bulk

Stokes theorem on to the 
surface enclosed by the 
Burgers circuit [5]
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Overview

These properties are due to the microscopic structure of this material, 
characterised by the precipitation of the gamma matrix (nickel FCC) into 
the gamma prime phase (an ordered Li3 structure with Al atoms at the 
corners and Ni atoms on the faces of the cube).Dislocation are pinned at 
the interface strengthening the alloy (precipitation hardening).

Nickel-based superalloys are one of the most suitable material for the 
construction of efficient turbines for power generation. They are 
characterised by: 
- Excellent mechanical strength 
- High temperature creep resistance 
- Resistance to corrosion and oxidation

The maximum operating temperature (and hence efficiency) of jet engines is limited by creep in their superalloy 
turbine blade. The understanding of these failure processes is poor at the nanoscale because of the intrinsic 
chemical complexity involved. 
The ‘Learn on the Fly’ (LOTF) approach [1] is a multiscale QM/MM scheme that allows the study of these “chemo-
mechanical” processes (tight coupling between long range stress and local chemistry) with QM accuracy.

Learn on the Fly (LOTF)

QM forces are evaluated on small clusters, a suitable buffer decouples QM region from vacuum. 
Quantum forces on the latter are discarded, and MM forces are used instead. A simple correction term 
is then added to the classical potential, its parameters fitted to reproduce DFT results within the 
quantum area. A predictor/corrector scheme is used to accelerate the dynamics (expensive QM 
calculations are performed only where and when required). [2]

The LOTF Scheme

Previous Applications of LOTF on Fracture Problems 

direction of motion, associated with each reconstruction event. If we
assume for simplicity that an average of n reconstruction events take
place during the time interval Dt for a given bead, its momentum mv
will drop by 2nmvt/Dt, where the parameter t=Dt is representative
of the time delay associated with each reconstruction. The number of
events is related to the propagation velocity by n 5 jvDt/l, where l is
the bilayer distance in the (111) direction, that is, the amount of
climb for each reconstruction event. Thus, the momentum change
is 2mjv2t/l, which is the nonlinear drag term in equation (1) dis-
cussed above. We note that if the frequency of reconstruction events
were constant for a given temperature, as is the case for simple acti-
vated processes, then j would scale as 1/v, and would just give rise to a
simple drag term, linear in the velocity. Thus, in an indirect way, this
model sheds light on the role of the cooperative, dynamic nature of
brittle fracture: at high speeds, the atoms near the crack tip are steered
towards clean cleavage.

We perform experimental studies of the low-crack-speed regime
using a technique for applying very small but steady and well-con-
trolled tensile loads. A silicon specimen is loaded by taking advantage
of the thermal expansivity mismatch between the sample and the
aluminium loading frame (Fig. 2b). Micrographs of the resulting
(111) fracture surface are shown in Fig. 2a, c. Triangular ridges, all
deviating in the same direction from the fracture surface, form at a
range of low crack speeds below about 800 m s21. At higher crack
speeds, of about 2,000 m s21, the surface is mirror smooth and no
ridges are present. The crystallographic direction of the deviation
(identical in over 40 independent samples) is the same as the recon-
struction-induced steps in the atomistic simulation, and the shape of
the ridges is qualitatively in agreement with the mesoscopic model
(Fig. 2c, d). Similar features have recently been reported23 under
more complicated loading conditions at a speed of about
1,000 m s21 (see Supplementary Information).

We next considered the (110) crack plane. Experiments have
shown that (110)½1!110" cracks propagating along the [001] direction
deflect out of the plane at very low velocity6,18, whereas (110)[001]
cracks propagating in the ½1!110" direction stay on the (110) plane up to
very high velocity (about 2,900 m s21) before also faceting onto (111)
planes6,7 . Recent studies25 have assigned critical velocities for this
instability for various propagation directions and have shown that
in all cases the deflection is not immediate but only occurs after some
initial propagation on the (110) plane. We simulated the (110)½1!110"
crack propagation and observed the onset of this deflection. This
crack propagates by breaking a series of bonds, labelled A in Fig. 3a.
The system also contains type-B bonds, which are oriented at the
same angle with respect to the tension axis as A bonds. Resolving the
elastic stresses on the atomic scale reveals that B bonds located imme-
diately above and below the crack plane are almost as highly stressed
as A bonds. However, strong neighbour bonds connecting under-
coordinated atoms left exposed by the advancing crack make the A
bonds weaker than B bonds, so the former are expected to break
selectively during quasi-static (110) cleavage, consistent with the
low-speed experimental observations.

In the simulations we initially observe each newly exposed under-
coordinated surface atom snap back towards the subsurface region.
This induces significant local atomic motion and the excess energy
diffuses into the bulk crystal, but no immediate rebonding occurs as
long as the speed of propagation is sufficiently low. However, bond-
breaking events become more frequent with increasing crack speed,
and the local relaxations overlap in time. As more kinetic energy is
locally available, the fast crack front ‘stumbles’. Local reconstructions
involving the removal of under-coordinated atoms begin to occur on
the open surfaces. This removes the reason for selective A-bond
breaking and in our simulation we indeed observe B-bond breaking
events that deflect the crack front onto a (111) plane. Further simula-
tions reveal that under these conditions any slight disturbance away
from pure tension (for example a small extra shear strain component
as in Fig. 3b) can systematically reverse the initial relative stability of

A and B bonds. This results in multiple coherent breaking of B bonds,
effectively exposing (111) surfaces, consistent with the crack motion
observed experimentally (Fig. 3c–e).

No near degeneracy of crack-tip bonds exists in the orthogonal
½1!110" direction, consistent with the observation of instabilities only
at much higher speeds6. The deflection mechanism is thus only
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5 Å
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110
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Figure 3 | The (110)[1 ·10] crack system. a, Geometry of the crack tip
propagating straight at low speeds by sequential breaking of type A bonds
(blue). Red atoms are described using quantum mechanics, yellow atoms
using an interatomic potential. At each propagation step, the A bond is
weaker than the corresponding B bond because of a neighbouring under-
coordinated atom (indicated by an arrow for the A1–B1 pair). b , At higher
speed an instability occurs. At this point any slight shear disturbance in the
stress field reverses the relative stability of A and B bonds, and the crack is
deflected onto a (111) plane. The energy release rate for this system is
G 5 6.7 J m22. In addition to the main tensile load, this includes a small
G 5 0.24 J m22 shear contribution to break the symmetry in the y direction.
Both exposed (111) crack surfaces undergo a 2 3 1 reconstruction.
c–e, Photographs from three-point bending experiments6 (reprinted with
permission): (110) fracture surface for low-speed cleavage (grey; c); fracture
surface of a specimen with the crack deflected from the (110) plane (white) to
the (111) plane (black) for intermediate-speed cleavage (d ); (111) fracture
surface obtained for high-speed cleavage (e).
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Dynamical instabilities in Si

JR Kermode et. al.  
Nature 455 1224 (2008)

C Gattinoni, JR Kermode and  
A De Vita, In prep (2014) 

Crack-dislocation interactions

A Glazier, G Peralta, JR Kermode, 
A De Vita and D Sherman, Phys. Rev. 
Lett,  112 115501 (2014).

Stress corrosion cracking

Fig  2.  Subcritical  crack  advance  on  Si(110),  catalysed  by  oxygen  (red  atoms).  Left:  the
system  before  chemisorption  of  second  O

2
,  Right:  crack  advance  after  dissociative

adsorption.

Machine-learning  of  QM  forces
Zhenwei Li’s PhD project has advanced considerably during this reporting period. In this                                   

part of the overall project, we are working to improve the informational efficiency of our                                         

modelling approach, particularly on the idea of building a database of previous QM results                                      

“on-the-fly”. By reusing (rather than recalculating) the information stored in the database, it                                   

is in principle possible to dramatically reduce the computational cost of our simulations,                                   

while still retaining our target high (QM) accuracy. With this goal in mind, Zhenwei has                                         

developed an advanced interpolation scheme for QM forces based on Gaussian Process                                

regression, with an accuracy which systematically improves as more data is added to the                                      

database of reference configurations. The scheme has been so far tested both on MD and,                                         

more  stringently,  on  the  phonon  band  structure  of  silicon  [3].

Interaction  between  cracks  and  point  defects
Our project on modelling the interaction between crack propagating on the (111) cleavage                                   

plane in silicon and isolated substitutional boron defects has been concluded, and the                                   

resulting  paper  is  currently  under  peer  review  [4].

Our QM simulations predict three regimes: at low speed we see deflection of cracks in                                         

perfect silicon crystals;; at intermediate speeds, crack deflection occurs at defect sites, at a                                      

rate proportional to the linear defect concentration. At higher speeds the crack-defect                                

interaction is dynamically hindered, and perfectly smooth fracture surfaces are recovered.                             

These predictions are completely consistent with experimental results obtained by our                             

Screw Edge 
One of the main advantages of LOTF with respect 
to other QM/MM implementations is the possibility 
of updating the quantum region. The Nye tensor is 
useful for tracking and following dislocations cores 
during the dynamics. It is much more reliable at 
high temperature with respect to other tools such 
as Von Mises strain, and it gives extra information 
such as the character of the dislocation (edge or 
screw) and its sign. 
The instantaneous position of the dislocation core, 
given by the maximum of this quantity, defines the 
center of the quantum region during the dynamics.

Shockley Partials

In the picture: dissociation into Shockley 
partials for both edge and screw dislocation 
in the gamma phase.

0.09751

-0.0938

Quadrupole of screw 
dislocations in the 
gamma phase at 700 K. 
The system has 3d 
boundary conditions. 
Atoms coloured by the 
screw component of the 
Nye tensor. 
The dislocation cores 
are easily tracked. 

QM region

buffer

MM region

Predictor/Corrector

 - The quantum forces are fully converged with a 5 
Angstrom buffer (required accuracy below 0.1 eV/Å). 
- The classical EAM forces can be 40% wrong on the 
atoms closest to the dislocation core. 
- The EAM potential is accurate enough ~ 3 Angstrom 
from the core of the dislocation.

QM engine: PBE DFT [2]

MM engine: EAM potential [3]

Preliminary Tests:    Bulk Properties
DFT EAM
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Applications of LOTF to Dislocation Motion
4.1 Bulk and Elastic Properties

Single-crystal nickel-based superalloys are usually made up of two di↵erent
phases: a � phase described by an fcc lattice and an ordered �

0 precipitate
described by a LI2 structure (cubic lattice, Ni3Al stoichiometry with Ni
atoms on the faces of the cube and Al ones on the corners). The conventional
cells of these solid solutions are shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Di↵erent phases of the alloy: � (Ni/fcc) and �
0 (Ni3Al/LI2)

In order to determine the bulk properties of the two structures we have
run di↵erent ab initio simulations for di↵erent values of the lattice parameter
(within a range of ±10% from the experimental one). The resulting energies
are fitted with the Murnaghan equation of state:

E(V ) = E0 +
B0V

B
0
0


1

B
0
0
� 1

✓
V0

V

◆B0
0

+ 1

�
�

B0V0

B
0
0
� 1

(4.1)

where E0 is the cohesive energy of the crystal (minimum value of E), V0 the
equilibrium volume, B the bulk modulus and B

0 its derivative with respect
to pressure. A good convergence of the fitting parameters is achieved for
both the structures with a 300 eV cuto↵ energy. A 13⇥13⇥13 Monkhorst-
Pack grid was used for sampling the BZ in the simple case of a fcc nickel
crystal. The result of the fitting procedure are presented in Figure 4.2, the
values for the parameters are reported in table 4.1, along with the results of
the same procedure for EAM calculations. The agreement between the two
approaches is quite good, but the classical potential is not able to capture
the slight di↵erence between the bulk moduli of the two phases. The classical
potential was later rescaled (E �! �E with � = 1.13) in order to fit the
elastic constants for the � phase. These results are also presented in table
4.1; the bulk moduli are slightly overestimated.
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Good agreement between EAM potential and DFT calculations for bulk and elastic properties.  
It is possible to rescale the classic potential in order to match better DFT results. 

Width of the Buffer

- EAM potential accurate enough. 
- QM calculations are not required at every time-step.  
- Possibility of accelerate the dynamics. 
- Here: 2 fs time-step, 10 fs between each quantum 

calculation 

Ongoing Work and Future Plans
- Studying the diffusion rate of dislocations as a function of temperature to give an estimate to 
the diffusion barrier, repeating the simulation in proximity of a gamma/gamma prime interface 
and studying the effect of the strain due to the lattice mismatch.

0RGHOOLQJ�WKH�,QWHUIDFH��00�

$�VXSHUFHOO�LV�QHHGHG�WR�
DFFRPPRGDWH�WKH�ODWWLFH�
PLVPDWFK��a������EHWZHHQ�
WKH�GLIIHUHQW�SKDVHV�

5HOD[DWLRQ�RI�WKH�V\VWHP�OHDGV�WR�
WKH�IRUPDWLRQ�RI�PLVILW�GLVORFDWLRQ�
�HGJH�W\SH�

:H�ZLOO�IRFXV�RQ�D�UHJLRQ�IDU�
IURP�WKHVH�GHIHFWV��ZKHUH�WKH�
VWUDLQ�GLVWULEXWLRQ�PD\�EH�
DVVXPHG�WR�EH�FRQVWDQW�

Interface between the phases of the alloy. Misfit (edge) dislocations are formed.  
Red box: region far from the core in which the strain distribution is approximately constant 
White box: dislocation core (zoomed in the second picture)

- Studying the interaction between vacancies and dislocation both in the gamma phase and at the 
interface, with particular focus on the climb of edge dislocations.

- Studying the effect of impurities such as rhenium atoms on diffusion properties

10 Å We would like to thank Dr. Alessandro Mottura for useful discussions
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Vacancy diffusion in pure nickel and in proximity of a Rhenium impurity: energy barriers (NEB)

F Bianchini, JRK and A De Vita, Modell. Simul. Mater. Sci. Eng. 24 045012 (2016)

F Bianchini, A Glielmo, JRK and A De Vita 3 043605 Phys. Rev. Mat. (2019)

��0
phasephase

EAM, 5% Al, T = 300 K, 100 MPa shear stress

Misfit  
dislocs

MD simulation of dislocations in ! phase Ni
• QoI: dislocation core splitting with associated 

uncertainty (cf. TEM experiments)
• Aleatoric and epistemic uncertainties
• Model uncertainty – both in parameters and 

functional form
• Random microstructures, limited runtime
• Algorithmic uncertainty in solvers
• How much of this can/should be stored?
• Complex simulation script ~= workflow!



Reproducibility & Uncertainty Quantification
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A. P. Bartok, JRK, N. Bernstein and G. Csanyi, PRX 8, 041048 (2018) 

https://github.com/libAtoms/silicon-testing-framework  
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1250555 

> 0.005 eV

< 0.001 eV

QoIs: vacancy formation  
and migration energies

Model + Test framework 
(cf. KIM)

https://github.com/libAtoms/silicon-testing-framework
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1250555


Status of support for MD codes in NOMAD

www.nomad-coe.euImage courtesy of Berk Onat (Warwick)

Big-Data Analytics Platform for  
Novel Materials Discovery 

Berk Onat,  James R. Kermode 
WCPM, School of Engineering, University of Warwick 

Introduction

NOMAD Collaborators

Big-Data Analytics Toolkits

Metadata for Materials Archive and Parsers

Encyclopedia
  NOMAD Project launched in November 2015 
  Over 50 Million calculations in NOMAD repository. 
  Provides guaranteed, safe storage for materials data for 10 years (by 
MPG). Uploaded data can be delayed to public access up to 3 years 
by authors. 

This project has received funding from the European 
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme under grant agreement No. 676580. 

Code Citations 
(2013-17) 

Type Search Name 

Gaussian 19100 DFT Frisch 
VASP 17900 DFT Kresse 
Gromacs 11200 FF Lindahl 
LAMMPS 10300 FF Plimpton 
Amber 9440 FF Kollman 
NAMD 7110 FF Schulten 
GROMOS 7080 FF Van Gunsteren 
Quantum 
Espresso 

6960 DFT Giannozzi 

ASE/ASAP 6650 FF Jacobsen 
CHARMM 6250 FF Karplus 
Discovery 
Studio 

6240 DFT, 
FF 

Accelyrs 

GAMESS 5780 DFT Gordon 
WIEN2k 5570 DFT Blaha 
CASTEP 5330 DFT Payne 
Molpro 4440 DFT Werner 

  Materials Encyclopedia allows users to explore, compare, explore, 
and understand computed materials data. 
  This includes stuctural features, mechanical and thermal behavior, 
electronic and magnetic properties, the response to light, and more. 

 Over 40 codes can be parsed and more than 20 of these 
codes are supported in NOMAD with their developer 
teams.  
 One standardised metadata structure for all calculations 
leads a common platform in computational materials 
discovery [1]. 
 Open-access parser codes for both ab-initio and 
molecular dynamics codes. 
 Complex topology data can be 

    stored in standardised structure. 
 MD trajectory data converted  

    and stored/accessed through  
    metadata  efficiently and fast.  

Codes with more than 100 uploads to  
NOMAD Archive as of Jan 2018. 

Most cited 15 codes: 

Parser codes developed in our group. 
Parsers from other groups in NOMAD. 

  Evaluating the (dis)similarity of crystalline, disordered, and 
molecular compounds [2-3]. 

[1] L. Ghiringhelli, C. Carbogno, 
S. Levchenko, F.R. Mohamed, 
G. Huhs, M. Lüders, M. Oliveira, 
and M. Scheffler, July (2016). 
arXiv:1607.04738  

Example snapshots 
from materials 
encyclopedia that  
show various 
properties of selected 
materials. 

  Building structure maps for 
crystal-structure classification. 
  Analyzing and estimating error 
bars from ab-initio calculations. 
  Estimating pair-wise potential 
from ab-initio data [4]. 
  Grain boundaries estimator 
(Ex.: for α-Fe). 
  Predicting atomic charges of 
small organic molecules. 
  Tools for predicting properties 
of molecules and clusters. 

http://nomad-coe.eu 

Similarity Map 

Pair-Potential Estimation 

[2] C. Poelking, A. Ziletti, L. Ghiringhelli, and G. Csányi 
[3] S. De, A. Bartók, G. Csányi, and M. Ceriotti, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. (2016) 
[4] Ádám Fekete, Aldo Glielmo, Martina Stella, and Alessandro De Vita  

Example 
snapshots of 
on-demand 
analysis 
through web 
interface. 

  9 Research Institutes 
  4 Supercomputing Centres 
  More than 30 PhD students, 
Postdocs, and PIs.  

• Conversion layers for the most popular 
MD codes have been implemented

• Remaining challenges including fully 
representing force fields, topology, 
sampling schemes, etc.

• Prototype interface between  
NOMAD & OpenKIM:

✓Enables extraction of reference data 
from NOMAD to KIM for validation

x Matching KIM model IDs to 
NOMAD data – not implemented; 
currently model IDs can be output 
by LAMMPS, but not by other 
supported codes

http://www.nomad-coe.eu


NOMAD Metadata for MD simulations
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Hierarchy of metadata 
(basic workflow for MD)

section_run

section_sampling_method

section_frame_sequence

section_single_configuration_calculation

frame_sequence 
_to_frame_ref

frame_sequence_to_sampling_ref

one for each frame (usually)

(energy, pressure, 
 temperature, …)

(ensemble type, sampling method, …)

one for each frame (rarely)

(atom position,  
simulation cell…)

(atom label, mass, charge 
topology)

single_configuration_calculation  
_to_single_configuration_ref

single_configuration_calculation  
_to_system_ref

single_configuration_to 
_calculation_method_ref

single_configuration_calculation  
_to_constraint_ref

only one for all frames

(time)

indirect dependence

(force field parameters) (thermostat, barostat, fixes)

section_system section_topology

section_groups

section_atom_type

section_method

section_interaction

section_constraints

section_constraint

section_user_quantity_definiton section_user_quantity

section_user_quantity_stats

Image courtesy of Adam Fekete (KCL)



Common to DFT and FF

FF specific

Both – more pronounced in FF

Metadata Challenges for Force Field codes

• Representing initial conditions (atoms, cell)

• Defining output properties (quantities of interest) and uncertainties

• Representing sampling of phase space (thermostats, constraints, …)

• Large quantity of data produced

• Representing interatomic potentials (aka force fields)

• Representing topology (atom types, bonds, angles)

!10



Questions for Discussion
1. How should we deal with the large quantity of data produced by MD simulations?  

Leave it up to users? Subsample trajectories? If so, by what metric?

2. How can interatomic potentials be represented?  
cf. OpenKIM (comp mat sci), OpenForceField and MolSSI (bio sim)

3. For molecular systems, do we need code independent representations of topology?  
(atom types, bonds, angles, dihedrals, what else?)

4. Can we represent sampling of phase space in a code independent way?  
(thermostats, constraints, algorithms, workflows, …)

5. Is containerisation of codes part of the solution (e.g. Docker, Singularity)?  
Is this just an excuse for bad dependency management by developers?

6. How precisely can/should we define output properties? Instantaneous  vs. averaged?  
Are ontologies needed? (cf. KIM properties framework)

7. Do we need/want a single metadata/ontology approach to achieve critical mass?

8. Do workflows in MD calculations need special treatment?

9. How should changes to metadata be managed?

10. Anything else?
!11


